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Bates Contingent Makes Roadtrip
to Attend D.C. Peace Rally
Speaking out for peace in Iraq, more
than 40 students traveled to Washington,
D.C. this weekend with College Chap¬
lain Bill Blaine-Wallace to join with na¬
tional organization United for Peace and
Justice and thousands of other Ameri¬
cans in urging Congress to end the war
in Iraq and bring the American troops
home. ‘
The group traveled by bus to Wash¬
ington, leaving Friday night and arriving
early Saturday morning. The rally start¬
ed later Saturday on the National Mall,
and featured speakers including leaders
of national activist organizations, celebri¬
ties such as Jesse Jackson and Jane Fon¬
da, veterans and soldiers, senators and
a 12-year-old concerned citizen. Protes¬
tors marched from the Mall to the Capi¬
tol and back to the Mall, with the crowd
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stretching the length of the route.
Blaine-Wallace first heard of the rally
during December break, and suggested
the idea of sending a group from Bates
to the Multi-Faith Council when second
semester started. Facilitated by Rachel
Salloway ’09 and Sarah Sprague ’07, a
group of interested students formed and
continued to grow.
United for Peace and Justice (UFPJ)
calls itself “a coalition of more than
1,300 local and national groups through¬
out the United States who have joined
together to protest the immoral and
disastrous Iraq War and oppose our
government’s policy of permanent war¬
fare and empire-building.” Founded in
October 2002, it has helped to organize
hundreds of rallies and protests against
the war in Iraq.
The Bates trip was largely made pos¬
sible through what Sprague called “the
amazing support throughout the Bates
community.” The cost per person for the
trip was cut in half through the spon¬

sorship of on-campus groups including
Within Reach, OUTFront, Amandla! and
the Feminist Action Coalition, as well as
through anonymous donations from fac¬
ulty members.
Although the rally was conceived
on a national level to express the desire
to end the war in Iraq, the Bates group
decided to make their statement more
optimistic. “Our main message is pro¬
peace,” said Salloway. “We’re trying to
take a more positive approach, to not
necessarily say anti-Iraq.”
Sprague said that even the posters
the group created had “no war words,”
but instead emphasized peace, non-vio¬
lence and support for troops. “Marches
in general are a way for citizens to voice
their opinions on a united front,” said
Sprague. “We want to hit home the idea
that change can happen through non¬
violence, both at home and in other
countries.”
See BATES PEACE TRAIN, page 4

Group Formed to Discuss the
Effects of Privilege
KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Race, class, gender and sexuality are
familiar topics of discussion on this cam¬
pus, both inside and outside the class¬
room. While the purpose of these dia¬
logues is often to recognize the people
who are in the minority, Mike Wilson
’07 sees value in taking a closer look at
those in the majority as well.
As the leader of a group recently
formed to explore the effects of privi¬
lege, Wilson’s goals include becoming
both more aware of power structures
and better educated about race, class,
gender and sexual minorities.
“Marginalized people feel the burden
to educate,” he said. “This group takes
on that responsibility.”
While he originally conceived the
group as a space for white students to
discuss racial privilege, after a recent or¬
ganizational meeting, Wilson and other
group supporters decided to expand its
purpose to include the issues of gender,

Annual Puddle Jump Completed Despite Cold Temps.
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BCSG President Bill Jack ’08 and Vice
President of Student Committees Kristofer
Jonsson ’08 were reelected in the BCSG
online election which ended last Monday,
Jan. 22, at midnight.
Jack won with 56 percent of the votes
for President. He was trailed by Patrick
Corrigan ’07 with 31 percent and Sean S.
Bach ’08 with 9 percent.
Jonsson received 33 percent of the
votes for Vice President, followed by Paul
Suitter ’09 with 30 percent, Alie Schwartz
’08 with 19 percent and Geoff Abbott ’08
with 17 percent.
The Vice President of Student Clubs
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Outing Club events, including the Puddle Jump, Torch Run and Olympics were held this weekend after being postponed
during Winter Carnival.

Campus Enters Recycling Competition
CHRISTINE ARSNOW
STAFF WRITER

Recyclemania, a nationwide com¬
petition designed to reduce waste pro¬
duction at colleges and universities,
hit the Bates campus this week. Dur¬
ing the program, schools compete in a
variety of categories, including largest
amount of recyclables per capita, larg¬
est amount of total recyclables, least
amount of trash per capita or highest
overall recycling rate.
Recyclemania is part of Environ¬
mental Coordinator Julie Rosenbach’s
campaign to improve Bates’ sustain¬
ability and reduce the college’s envi¬
ronmental footprint. The first phase of
her plan involves education and out¬
reach. Rosenbach is designing a web¬

See EFFECTS OF PRIVILEGE, page 4

Five Academic
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See BCSG ELECTION, page 4
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class and sexual privilege as well.
Wilson says most of the responses he
has received from the Bates community
about the group fall into one of two cat¬
egories: people who want to participate
and people who ask, “What is it? I don’t
get it.” He admits that a few people have
also been critical of the group, complain¬
ing that this type of organization might
further divide the campus or that the
group is not giving assistance to the right
people.
He counters this last argument with
his belief that there is no space on cam¬
pus for white students to stand up on
race issues, to make mistakes, to work
out issues at their own pace, to ask ques¬
tions or to offer each other support.
“People who are in power have their
own reasons for suffering from their
power and reasons why it is hard to
question it,” Wilson said.
He acknowledged that the purpose
of the group might sound unusual to

site, newsletter and other permanent
sources to inform the Bates community
of the college’s environmental issues.
She is also trying to engage students
and faculty in efforts to increase Bates’
sustainability. This effort includes the
creation of a sustainable life theme
house and the promotion of Recylcemania.
Recyclemania began in 2001 when
two friends at universities in Ohio de¬
cided to pit their schools against each
other in an attempt to increase recy¬
cling on both campuses. The number
of schools involved has increased ex¬
ponentially since the first competition;
over 200 colleges and universities now
participate.
Rosenbach has gone to great
lengths to make the challenge appeal¬
ing to Bates students. This week’s “Ad¬

ventures in Dining” will feature various
Recyclemania-themed events, includ¬
ing a wheel of fortune and trivia con¬
tests. She recruited a group of students
to walk around Commons in bright
yellow “Recyclemania” t-shirts asking
their peers to sign pledges of their
commitment to recycling. To close the
10-week contest, a “trashion” show, in
which students sport creations made
from reused or recycled materials, is
planned for early spring.
Rosenbach emphasized her hope
that people will be excited and enthu¬
siastic about this campaign. “I want all
the signs to have exclamation points!
This is Recyclemania!” she said.
In addition to these measures,
Rosenbach has played to the historic
and passionate Bates rivalries with
Colby and Bowdoin by creating a

mini-competition among the three col¬
leges. Weekly standings will be posted'
in Commons to encourage students to
maintain their competitive edge.
Rosenbach noted that while recy¬
cling was popular in the 1990s, it has
now “gone out of style.” This lack of
dedication is evident on Bates’ campus,
where the recycling rate has declined
significantly over the past five to 10
years.
“If you choose not to recycle, there’s
no one calling you on it,” Rosenbach
said of the current state of recycling
on campus. To be successful in Re¬
cyclemania, she believes that students
need to be aware of the campus’ issue
and work together to fix the recycling
deficit.
“Recycle, don’t contaminate, and
motivate your peers!” she said.

Bates students should not be sur¬
prised to see new professors teaching
their classes next year.
“Hiring new faculty is part of the
lifecycle at Bates College,” said Asso¬
ciate Dean of Faculty Margaret Maurer-Fazio. Five departments - Chinese
Language, Economics, Environmental
Studies, History and Religion - are all
searching for new tenure-track profes¬
sors, and all are in varying stages of the
process.
“Some are farther ahead than oth¬
ers... based on the nature of the de¬
partment,” Maurer-Fazio explained. The
Economics department, for example,
owing to the highly organized profes¬
sional field of economics, has narrowed
the pool down to four possible profes¬
sors. The Chinese Language department
is also in the stages of narrowing down
the candidates.
The time-consuming process usu¬
ally begins in the spring, when depart¬
ments apply to have positions reautho¬
rized that have been vacated by retiring
or resigning staff. A search committee is
formed, usually consisting of both fac¬
ulty from within the department as well
as two faculty members from outside
the department. The committee places
advertisements in a wide variety of locations—af graduate schools, in fieldspecific magazines and in chronicles
of higher education. Some departments
are able to send representatives to largescale meetings of potential candidates.
Professor Tom Wenzel, head of the
Environmental Studies search com¬
mittee, described the specifics of the
search for a new tenure-track profes¬
sor. “A search committee comprised of
10 faculty members reviewed well over
100 applications and identified four
candidates.”
See HIRING, page 4
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Vaibhav Bajpai '07 takes the podium during a public debate against Yale Jan. 25. Over the weekend, the Brooks Quimby
Debate Council also hosted the North American Debating Championships, an inter-collegiate tournament whose origins
are rooted in Bates history. The tournament was created in 1991 to commemorate the first collegiate debate between
a U.S. and Canadian team, which took place in 1908 and involved Bates and Queen’s University. Debaters from 60
colleges In the U.S. and Canada braved Bates’ sub-zero temperatures to compete and enjoy social events, which
included a poker night and party in Page Hall. As hosts, Bates was unable to compete for the tournament trophy, which
went to Yale.
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FORUM
NYC's Trans Fat Ban
Raises Questions About
Government Responsibility
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN
FORUM LAYOUT EDITOR

Last month, New York City’s Board
of Health passed a measure, which will
require all of the city’s 20,000 restau¬
rants to eliminate all but trace amounts
of trans fatty acids from their dishes.
The law will be enforced for food
cooked with oil, margarine and short¬
ening starting this July and will apply
to all menu items by July 2008. Restau¬
rants that fail to comply will face fines
of at least $200 (nytimes.com)..
The drastic effects of trans fat on
human health are largely uncontested.
While other types of fat occur naturally
in foods, trans fat is produced through
an industrial process called partial hy¬
drogenation which essentially makes
the oil more solid. Consuming this sub¬
stance in the form of trans fat increases
LDL or “bad” cholesterol, causing the
clogged arteries that eventually lead to
heart disease. According to Dr. Walter
Willett, the Chair of the Department of
Nutrition at the Harvard School of Pub¬
lic Health, “If New Yorkers replace all
sources of artificial trans fat...at least
500 deaths from heart disease would be
prevented each year in New York City more than the number of people killed
annually in motor vehicle crashes.” The
American Heart Association recom¬
mends an intake of at most 2.5 grams of
trans fat per day. Unfortunately, many
popular foods contain much more than
this limit. An order of McDonalds large
fries, for instance, contains 8 grams of
trans fat and an order of KFC’s chicken
pot pie contains 14 (bantransfat.com).
So why would restaurants all over
the country serve foods that contain
a substance that the advocates at Ban
Trans Fat call “lethal”? Strangely, it is not
because they taste better. When Kraft
eliminated trans fat from Oreos in 2005,
consumers couldn’t tell the difference.
In a culinary experiment conducted
by New York chef Michael Schwartz,
the apple tart and French fries he pre¬
pared with coconut oil actually tasted
better than those prepared with Crisco,
the cooking oil that contains trans fat.
However, Schwartz did find an impor¬
tant difference in the presentation of
the dishes: the fries prepared with co¬
conut oil were limp, (nytimes.com)
The appeal of using trans fat in
cooking is that it gives certain foods a
pleasing texture, making pastries flaky
and fries crispy. Foods prepared with

trans fat also have a longer shelf life,
a very attractive characteristic for res¬
taurants that buy ingredients in bulk.
These advantages are causing many
restaurant owners to protest against
the Board of Health’s new proposition.
“This is a misguided attempt at social
engineering by a group of physicians
who don’t understand the restaurant
industry,” said Dan Flesher of the Na¬
tional Restaurant Association (nytimes.
com).
Like Flesher, many critics view the
ban as a case of an overly expansive
government and argue that those in
power should not have the right to con¬
trol what people put in their mouths.
Mayor Bloomberg of New York City
responds that the regulations are fairly
limited. The ban is “not going to take
away anybody’s ability to go out and
have the kind of food they want, in the
quantities they want,” he said. Other
supporters of the ban argue that just as
the Food and Drug Administration bans
food with dangerous chemical content,
the government should be able to keep
food with dangerous trans fat content
off of our plates.
This question of control is very rel¬
evant here at Bates. With every student
on the meal plan and only one dining
hall, Commons assumes responsibil¬
ity for the satiation of every student at
Bates for nearly every meal. As Director
of Dining Services Christine Schwartz
puts it, “Collegiate dining services have
a larger burden of responsibility be¬
cause they have a captive audience.”
Commons has taken on this responsi¬
bility by buying fresh products from lo¬
cal farmers and making most of their
dishes from scratch. Although there is
no specific ban of trans fats at Bates,
Dining Services did switch to a trans fat
free fryer oil in an attempt to eliminate
trans fat content in fried foods.
However, as in any food industry,
collegiate dining services have to strike
a balance between creating a healthy
product and catering to their consum¬
ers. According to Schwartz, the job
of any food purveyor is to provide a
variety of options. “People are buying
into a program that provides a service
so that service needs to be able to meet
the needs of its constituents,” Schwartz
said. In other words, if the consumer
wants doughnuts, then there will be
doughnuts. However, whether or not
See GIVE ME LIBERTY, page 3

Corrections
In last week's "The Importance of the Youth Vote" the debates among Bill
Clinton, Bob Dole and Ross Perot were referenced as occuring in 1991/1992.
The debates actually took place in 1995/1996. The error was that of the editors
and not the author.
Last week there were two errors in the Arts & Living article "Mediterranean
Grill Spices up Local Food S^ene." First, the author, Michael Sherman, was not
a contributing editor but a contributing writer. Second, the entree prices were
incorrect. The Student did not obtain ranges for entree prices.
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Letters
The Student Criticizes BCSG in Edi¬
torials, but Fails to Cover Elections
To the Editor:
First, I would like to thank the
Student for paying such prominent at¬
tention to the BCSG’s issue with legiti¬
macy trouble in last week’s issue. Now
I will address some points mainly from
the staff editorial, but also a couple
from Allie Goldstein’s editorial.
In the staff editorial, it stated that
“there is an illusion among those in the
government that the RA, or BCSG [The
RA is the legislative body of the BCSG]
has greater sway than it actually does.”

To the Editor:
Thank you to all the Bates students who came to the 126 Wood
Street fundraiser this weekend to
donate money to help buy books to
bring down to the orphanages in Gua¬
temala. The fundraiser was a bigger
success than any of us imagined: as of
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See VOTING ASIDE page 3

Monday afternoon we have raised over
$535. This money will allow me to
buy books both in English and Span¬
ish for kids of all ages. The last time I
went down, the books I brought were
dog-eared after one day from being
read so many times. The books I will
buy with all of your dpnations will be
well-used and instrumental in allowing

orphaned children who are not able
to attend regular schools learn to read
and write.
Thank you again to all who so
generously donated.
With graditude, Sara Gips and the
rest of the girls at 126 Wood Street
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KELLY GOLLOGLY/THE BATES STUDENT
LOUIS DENNIG
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR

Did you know that U.S. Senator
Charles Sumner gave Bates its motto “a
more ac studio,” and that it actually has
two meanings? Did you know that the
first ever inter-continental debate took
place in 1908 and was between Bates
and Queen’s College in Canada? Did
you know that the Bates Winter Carni¬
val is the second oldest in the nation
behind Dartmouth’s carnival?
If you were around at Bates dur¬
ing the late 1800’s into the mid-1900s
you would have said yes to each one
of these questions; or at least the ones
that had already happened. Back then,
a professor named Jonathan Stanton, af¬
fectionately known as “Uncle Johnny”
would pay for every student in the en¬
tering first-year class to take a carriage
ride and have a picnic while learning
about the history of the college they
were about to attend.
For most students the rich history of
this college is unknown, and for those
that do learn it, it comes during a Bates
STAR (Student-Alumni Relations) dinner
in the senior year. The class of ’09 re¬
ceived a packet before arriving to Bates
on the history of the school, but that
was only because they arrived during

the Sesquicentennial anniversary.
There must be a way for the stu¬
dents to learn about the history of Bates
earlier, and I would strongly urge that
the school do something to promote
it during freshmen orientation. Bring¬
ing back a tradition like the “Stanton
Ride” as it was known then would be
an incredible experience for enter¬
ing students. Learning the history of
a place where one is about to study
would increase students' appreciation
and respect for the institution that they
attend.
Furthermore, this experience would
make students realize their place in a
long line of great men and women who
have come out of Bates and hopefully
propagate a student body that wants to
emulate their achievements.
Until the time when all entering stu¬
dents learn of Bates’ rich history I’d like
to provide a quick run through of some
interesting and important things every
student should know. To expand on
some of the rhetorical questions asked
at the start of this piece, the motto “a
more ac studio” means “love of learn¬
ing” but was originally intended to, and
under another Latin translation means,
“with ardor and devotion.” Charles
Sumner was a U.S. Senator strongly in
favor of abolition, who is famous for

being caned on the floor of the old Sen¬
ate room.
This past weekend Bates hosted the
North American Debate Championship
for the first time since 1993. An inter¬
esting fact about the tournament is that
the winning team takes the sizeable
trophy back with them to their school,
engraves the names of the victors on to
the base of the trophy, and returns it
to the next championship tournament.
The trophy is called “The 1908 BatesQueen’s College North American De¬
bate Championship Trophy,” in honor
of the first inter-continental debate that
was held in 1908.
Not many of us know who it is that
the buildings on campus are named
after, and while some do, it is impor¬
tant to appreciate the men and women
whose names mark our everyday life.
Lunch at the Silo is also lunch at the
Benjamin E. Mays Center, named after
one of the most important leaders of
the civil rights movement in America.
Mays was the president of Morehouse
College while Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. was a student there. King and Mays
agreed to give the final eulogy at each
other’s funeral depending on who out¬
lived whom. King called Mays, “my
See BATES ROOTS, page 3

The Plastic Tyranny

of, but not necessarily all, the views of
the editorial board. Views expressed

really can’t tell how much each reason
may have contributed to low turnout.
My job in the elections was to encour¬
age turnout. There are bound to be
some people who don’t vote because
they think it won’t matter, and those
people were the targets of this poster.
The fact that we had a large increase
in turnout over previous years - this
years turnout was 34.4 percent - must
be saying something. And this is no
thanks to The Student, which com-

Bates Should Bring Rich History
Out From Under the Rug

STAFF WRITER

News

Actually, at least several other officers
in the government and I know quite
well just how little power we wield.
And we want to change that. We agree
that the BCSG needs to gain back pow¬
er from the administration. Unlike the
editorial’s claim, we are not simply
“blaming [our] fellow students who
have... chosen not to vote.”
The editorial discussed how an ab¬
stention may be a conscious decision.
This, of course, is true, but there may
also be other reasons, which Ms. Gold¬
stein explored in her editorial, and we

A Thank You for Fundraising at 126 Wood Street

JONATHAN BROWHER
Staff editorials represent the majority

Tuesday, January 30, 2007
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, When Dining Services began its
program of plastic mugs in Commons,
the decision created more problems
than solutions. At this point, the situ¬
ation is beginning to resemble a social
experiment in idealism gone wrong. I
have nothing against the environment,
nor do I think that the use of reusable
containers is an intrinsically problem¬
atic system. I like using a plastic mug
if I’m going somewhere such as the li¬
brary or Pettengill. But ultimately, the
problems lie in human nature and the
way in which the present system has
been forced on the individual. For in¬
stance, there are those who fervently
return their plastic mugs to where they
belong and don’t mind the odd-smelh
ing motley of their mug’s previous in¬
habitants. Then there are the rest of
us. Maybe we enjoy our French Roast
coffee unadulterated by the aftertaste of
green tea or vice-versa. Or maybe it
simply isn’t convenient to have to carry
an empty mug until we find a drop-off
bin. In any case, the ultimate result is a
build-up in residence halls, bathrooms,

dorm rooms and student cars of sticky,
smelly plastic mugs.
Another dubious notion of the mugs
program is that it is saving the college
money and energy. But how much la¬
bor time by custodial and dining staff
is dedicated to the rounding-up of
mugs across campus and their delivery
back to Chase Hall - not to mention
the electricity and soap used to wash
them/ Furthermore, the minivan-sized
cube above the salad bar isn’t convinc¬
ing me. I could cut down a few trees
in my backyard in New Hampshire and
supply enough wood to make all that
paper. My father uses more wood than
that in one day of framing a house.
What is also troubling is the way in
which the student population has been
forced to use one system over another.
Most students were surprised to learn
this fall that they would now have to ar¬
bitrarily participate in the plastic mugs
program in order to get their daily cof¬
fee or tea. After all, there were no pub¬
lic forums or surveys last year, or any
warning whatsoever. To add insult to
injury, we now have to endure endless
propaganda on why we will be betiir
people if we turn in our mugs. If you

don’t buy into their ideology, you be¬
come “WANTED” on a Commons wall
poster. I mean, we might as well get
a talking animal like Smokey the Bear
or Gritty McGruff to tell us how “only
you can prevent waste.” For Christ’s
sake, we’re not kindergarteners. We’re
adults, and if we want to use paper cof¬
fee cups then we should be allowed
that choice. That way, those Bates stu¬
dents who are passionate about plastic
mugs or simply prefer using them, the
ones who are most likely to return the
mugs in a timely and orderly fashion,
can do their part. Meanwhile, those of
us who like our coffee in a paper cup
can be left alone. There will still be less
paper waste than with the old system
and college buildings and employees
will have less of a backlog of commons
mugs to deal with.
Believe me, I appreciate the efforts
of our dining services to leave a mini¬
mal impact on the environment, and I
love the workers’ upbeat attitude every
day when I come to eat. But please,
just let us drink our coffee the way we
want. That sounds more like “Com¬
mons Sense” tdme.
^
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Battle of the Sexes: An Interview
JOHN MILEY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
John Miley: Hello, Ashley.
Ashley Palmeri: Hi, John.
JM: Are you ready to rumble? Any opening
thoughts?
AP: Well I think boys and girls are the same so I
don’t see the point of this...
JM: What, you are crazy, I’ll prove it, let’s walk
in one another’s shoes and get this party started.
Speaking of shoes, why do girls wear high heels?
AP: Well, first off, not all girls wear high heels.
I don’t like them myself. And those who wear them
do it to make their legs look longer and more mus¬
cular. I think they are supposed to be fashionable or
something.
JM: That doesn’t make sense. Squats make your
legs look more muscular, too. Why wouldn’t girls just
do heavy squats? That way, girls could get massive
leg muscles and at the same time, develop a thicker
core. Two birds with one stone.
AP: I think you’re missing the point.
JM: I don’t think you’ve ever done heavy squats
to parallel.
AP: Why do boys even bother to wear under¬
wear if you’re going to wear boxers? Why not just get
some kind of soft-lined pants instead?
JM; Boys don’t wear underwear.
AP: Okay, not the answer I was looking for.
■ JM: The truth never lies Ashley.
AP:: Very good point John, keep those coming.
JM: Wlty do girls travel in packs?
AP: You’re thinking of wolves.
JM: Oh...do you know why wolves travel in
packs then?
AP: Let’s move on.

AP: Do men really think about sex every seven
seconds?
JM: First of all, I never trust any statistic pub¬
lished anywhere. And yeah, that’s probably true.
JM: Is it true that girls think about balls every
seven seconds?
AP: No. Grow up.
JM: I am grown, it was in Maxim, I think. It’s like
the adult version of Sport’s Illustrated for Kids.
AP: That would actually be Sports Illustrated.
JM: Girls are so annoying.
AP: Why do men smack each other’s butts during
sports games?
JM: Because they would look stupid smacking
their own. Duh.
AP: Oh right, I hadn’t thought of that.
JM: Why are girls so obsessed with David Hasselhoff?
AP: Because he leaves his shirt unbuttoned and
lets his chest hair poke through. Have you seen the
video for "Jump in My Car”?!
JM: No, I haven’t, sorry. (But for anyone inter¬
ested, it’s on YouTube.)
AP: Do boys even like to go on dates?
JM: I would if I had a girlfriend. Or a potential
girlfriend, a PGF. I would go on a date to the onedollar movie.
AP: So you would feel obligated to pay, then?
JM: For my PGF, yeah, I guess so, but I wouldn’t
like it.
AP: So most boys don’t want a girlfriend because
they cost too much. It's basically like you’re paying
for sex. It’s so wrong.
JM: That’s a prostitute, Ashley.
AP: Basically a “girlfriend” is a socially accept¬
able term for a prostitute.

JM: Yeah basically. We’re all prostitutes in one
way or another.
AP: Woe is me.
JM: Why do all girls love beards?
APT Because facial hair growth is the test of
manhood.
JM: I knew it! All the men I look up to are ca¬
pable of growing big, thick beards.
AP: Yup, you’re admiration is just taking a cue
from evolution.
AP: This one was sent in from our readers: “What
do boys think about girls who randomly kiss boys?”
JM: We don’t have any readers. And I would
think that reader is watching too much Boy Meets
World. Plus that question just makes me upset.
JM: And finally, please describe your ideal mem¬
ber of the opposite sex.
AP: A man should be kind, trustworthy and
honest. He should also be affable and punctual. He
should combine the raw sexuality of David Hasselhoff with the astute ability to count down your top
ten requested videos a la Carson Daly. And your
ideal woman?
JM: A woman should be sort of like Martha
Stewart. Enough prison time to have legitimate street
credibility, but also a domestic side that is able to
develop a powerful, multi-million dollar corporation.
So basically, anything like Martha Stewart.
AP: Wow, this conversation has really opened
my eyes.
JM: You’re telling me. I’ve learned so much in
such a short time.
AP: And by opening my eyes, I really mean that
I learned nothing.
JM: Ditto.

Bates Survival Guide: The Four-Year Plan
ALI MORRIS

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
As a senior heading into the real world, I’ve pre¬
pared a couple things I’ve wanted to share with the
Bates population. First and foremost, it is important to
take note of the defining characteristics of Bates that
make it such a unique place. In the span of the last
four years, I have had my fair share of Papa John’s,
my long nights procrastinating in the library, my twoand-a-half-hour dinners in Commons, my three-mile
runs around the campus loop and my Newman Day
celebrations. I have tried each and every one of the
cereals, taken my picture with the old man at Harvest
Dinner and even gone to Lick-It.
However, if you are anything like me, sometimes
these uniquely Bates experiences can get repetitive.
If so, I’ve prepared a guide for those of you who are
ready to go beyond Bates and encounter a side of
Maine that encourages you to step outside the con¬
fines of Campus and College Ave. Warning: this will
take befriending someone with a car.
The first key to Bates is eating outside of Com¬

mons. I organize my week so that I can somehow
always manage to do two things: eat sushi in Portland
and have breakfast at Nezinscot Farm. These two out¬
ings are essential to my health as I can only eat soy
products and vegan food for so long. For me, it be¬
comes a question of survival.
The second key to Bates is staying active. When
students have free time, too much of it is spent in
dorm rooms watching episodes of 24, Sex in the City
and Entourage. At a places such as this, particularly
during the winter, you must embrace the outdoors.
That is why my second piece of advice is to go ice
fishing. Ice fishing is a rare activity found only in
frozen tundra. Very rarely does one actually catch
a fish, but that is not the point. The point is to be
intoxicated in the frigid outdoors of Maine on a thin
sheet of ice. It’s a treacherous experience that brings
the thrill of a lifetime.
The third key to Bates is to be friendly. For such
a small school, it amazes me how long people can
go without acknowledging others. Too many groups
of friends are made during the formative first days of
freshman year, never to evolve or expand over the

Voting Aside, BCSG's
Legitimacy Depends
on the Administration
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
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pletely failed to cover the elections.
The editorial does have a number
of good suggestions for change, some
of which we had already identified in
the ongoing Constitutional Review.
One of these is reducing the number of
seats on the RA, making the positions
more competitive and, thus, the RA as a
whole more representative. In the cur¬
rent system, we have a maximum pos¬
sible membership of 74 with over 30
vacancies. In this system, as it stands,
virtually anyone living in a house who
wants to get into the RA can, simply
because they’re usually the only per¬
son in the small house who wants the
job.
One idea we are looking at is to im¬
plement more of a “district” approach
to houses, and reducing the maximum
possible membership to around 30.
One suggestion I don’t think is
relevant is “relying less on procedure
and formality.” Why? I don’t know how

many RA meetings the staff has attend¬
ed recently, but we’re pretty informal al¬
ready, especially compared to real leg¬
islative bodies. Robert’s Rules of Order
(which we don’t follow anywhere close
to the letter) are designed to ensure
fairness in parliamentary bodies. Meet¬
ings don’t typically require that level of
rigidity because we’re not that much of
an adversarial bunch. We are more strict
about following the Constitution and
Bylaws than Robert’s Rules, but if they
are read, there shouldn’t be any trouble
on that front.
It can’t be emphasized enough,
however, that the BCSG needs to be¬
come a more effective, more powerful
body. There are a number of changes
which can be implemented by the
BCSG to improve this. Ultimately, none¬
theless, positive change will require the
cooperation of the faculty and admin¬
istration.
Nick Bauer '08
BCSG Parliamentarian

BATES RATES
international Dinner

It

One day of eclectic cuisine,
three weeks of living in a
bathroom stall.

New Imaging Center

95% of all tours will be
spent here, 25 students will
use it in the next decade.

Puddle Jump

Those "Danger Thin Ice"
signs don't really mean
anything do they?

Bar/Bat mitzvah
Party

Middle school flashbacks
certainly are more fun when
you pre-game.
It

next three years. Try mixing things up and sit on the
opposite side of Commons for a day. It’s wild.
The fourth and final key to Bates is to go abroad.
Bates is not meant for four years. There simply is not
enough to do here. Go abroad, take easy classes and
travel. If you go second semester, your summer vaca¬
tion starts in January.
Bates can be a challenging place. It is certainly
not for everyone. When one thinks of college, he or
she rarely imagines negative 10 degree weather with¬
out wind chill or rooting for a football team that only
wins one game a year.
Nonetheless, right now you are in a world you
will never be in again at any time in your life. It is a
world of red-brick buildings and Subaru station wag¬
ons, Commons table conversations, library dates and
webmailing. It is a world where you know everyone
and no one at the same time. It is a world, most
importantly, that is removed from the rest—tucked
into the snowy wilderness of Maine where life seems
simple, if only for a little while.

Bates Roots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

spiritual mentor and my intellectual fa¬
ther.” In April of 1968, Mays delivered
the final eulogy for Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., advocating the continuation of
the non-violent movement for equality.
Chase Hall is named after our sec¬
ond president who oversaw the build¬
ing of not just Chase, but Coram Library,
Carnegie, Rand Hall, the Chapel and
six other buildings during his tenure
leaving him with the name “the Great
Builder.”
Under the leadership of Clifton
Daggett Gray, whose name adorns the
“Gray Cage,” Bates made it through
the Great Depression and World War
II. One of his first accomplishments
was promoting debate at Bates to such

an extent that Bates became the first
school to engage in an inter-continen¬
tal debate. The Bates team debated
Oxford in 1921, and from that moment
on, became one of the power-houses
of both international and inter-colle¬
giate debate as it grew during and after
World War II.
Most of this information and much
more can be found online through the
Bates website by going to “Bates Now”
and then the “Sesquicentennial” page.
Despite the availability of this infor¬
mation, too few students take the time
to learn our past. The college would
be doing a great service by increasing
awareness of its rich history to enter¬
ing students in order to garner a deeper
appreciation and respect for the past of
our college.

DIGITZ
50
Time, in years, that an Indian
man has spent living in a mango tree
Gayadhar Parida, 83, decided to take
up residence in a tree after a "tiff
with his wife. After a few days, he
developed a spiritual connection with
his new home and decided to stay.
Parida accepts offerings of food but
emerges only to drink water from a
nearby pool.

2500
Age of an ancient mirror that
dropped and shattered on a Chinese
TV show. The gold-plated mirror was
from the Warring States Period of An¬
cient China and featured turquoise
stones and intricate engravings. It
was worth 500,000 pounds but so far
the owner has not pressed charges.

Length of the sword, in feet, that
cut the inside of sword-swallowet
Hannibal Helmurto’s throat during
performance. Hannibal, a former tax
inspector, was rushed to the hospital
and was unable to eat or drink for
three weeks. “It certainly hasn’t put
me off from performing," he said of
the incident.

The number of times a duck es¬
caped death. The duck, named Perky,
survived being shot by a hunter and
then being stored in a refrigerator for
two days. The hunter's wife opened
up the refrigerator door and was
frightened to see the presumed dead
duck move her head. After rushing
the duck to the vet, the wildlife doc¬
tor called the duck dead saying, "it's
over" before the duck sprang up and
started walking around the office.

995
Price, in euros, of the “Boobycase,” a wooden cupboard cut in the
shape of gigantic breasts. The car¬
penter, Mario Philippona, uses the
female body as inspiration for his art¬
work. “The shape of a woman, her
organic architecture, combined with
my passion for wood inspired me to
sculpt these sexy designs,” Philippona
said. His creations were recently on
display in an art gallery in Germany.

10
The waiting period, in weeks
before Tina Albrecht .of Austria can
reschedule her wedding. The brideto-be jokingly said “I don’t” on the al¬
tar and was forced to send her guests
home. Austrian law requires that
she and her fiance to wait over two
months before trying again. “In ret¬
rospect it was probably not so funny,’
Albrecht said.

Sources: ananova.com
sexyfurniture.nl

Give Me Liberty, As Long
As it Doesn't Kill Me
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

these donuts contain trans fat is at the discretion of the pro¬
vider.
As I see it, Commons is a kind of microcosm for the great¬
er world in that decisions about food consumption are made
within a limited framework. Inside the walls of Commons,
I exercise extensive freedom of choice. I can eat carrots or
onion rings, grilled cheese or tofu. I can have three chicken
fritters or a whole plateful. I can go back for seconds and
thirds and fourths. What I do not have is a lot of control over
is which foods I am choosing among. Although Commons’
menu is certainly extensive, the reality is that I am not the
mastermind behind the soup or muffin cycle, and if I want
celery sticks I might just have to wait. In other words, my
decisions are made within a system over which I have little
control.
An exaggerated version of the same phenomenon is oc¬
curring in the real world. While consumers are given the
illusion of choice, what food is available and how readily
it is available ultimately determines what people are eating.
For many Americans, this means a lot of Frappuchinos and
Big Macs. Of course, people could choose to buy healthy
produce and cook at home. Yet such choices often require
more time and money than people are willing to spend. As
Christine Schwartz notes, “We have become a society of con¬
venience, which, in terms of food, has translated into an un¬
healthy eating generation.”
The first part of this statement doesn’t seem likely to
• change anytime soon. No one is about to turn in their microwave for a wood-burning stove and fast food nation is here to

stay. However, the second part of Schwartz’ statement seems
to be up for grabs. What New York City is trying to prove
with their new ban of trans fats is that convenience doesn’t
have to mean heart attacks. By placing regulations on what
restaurants serve, the government can significantly reduce the
amount of trans fat in foods, therefore reducing health risks
for consumers.
Those that resist this type of governmental heavy-handed¬
ness are, in my opinion, rather disillusioned. While it may
seem as if the trans fat ban limits choices, the reality is that
consumers have limited options to begin with. Changing
what people can choose from for their own benefit seems to
me to be more of a favor than a breach of freedom. Just as
people assume that restaurants aren’t serving them parasites,
they should be able to assume that foods with high trans
fat content are not on the menu. Perhaps this example is a
little extreme, but then again, perhaps not. The reality is that
people are dying every day of diseases that could’ve been
prevented with fewer Cokes and more vitamins. If people
aren’t making good diet decisions on their own, perhaps the
government should, to some extent, do it for them.
Like the seatbelt law and the warnings on cigarettes,
the trans fat ban is simply the next chapter in the struggle
between governmental control and personal freedom. Yet
somehow I don’t think anyone will really miss seeing teen¬
agers ejected through windshields or grandparents dying of
emphysema. Similarly, I don’t think the reduction of obesity
and heart disease is something to whine about. As long as
the cupcakes taste the same, I’m all for the government - or
our very own Commons - altering the ingredients. In fact, L
think it is their responsibility to do so.
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Digital Imaging Center Brings New
Technology, Change in Hours to Coram

BCSG Chair
Resigns,
Members Pass
Four Resolutions
BRIANA GERRISH
STAFF WRITER

AMELIA LARSEN / THE BATES STUDENT
The imaging Center features technology items such as high-intensity microscopes and digital photography equipment, though training is required before using them.

BRIANA GERRISH
STAFF WRITER

The once book-laden walls of
Coram Library have been replaced
by brightly colored rooms filled with
brand new technology in the Bates
College Imaging and Computing Cen¬
ter, which is now open for business.
A highlight of the center is a gal¬
lery complete with coffee machines,
lounge chairs and plasma screen tele¬
visions showing a series of artwork
and student creations. Matt Duvall of
the Imaging Center explained the im¬

Hiring New
Professors
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The candidates are then brought to
campus for interviews and to present a
seminar on their scholarly work, usually
followed by a time where the students
can interact with the candidates on a
one-on-one level. Student opinions are
prized during the hiring process, and
students are encouraged to attend the
presentation of the candidates work.
Students can look in the Bates Daily
announcements for the times and loca¬
tions when they can meet these can¬
didates.
“After completion of the interviews,
the search committee will decide on the
top candidate and extend an offer to
that individual,” explained Wenzel.
The aim is to complete all of the hir¬
ing by the end of the academic year in
order to include the new faculty in the
courses for the upcoming fall. New fac¬
ulty does not always mean new courses
though. Faculty will often fill in courses
that are already part of the curriculum.
Not all searches are successful, how¬
ever. Even after a candidate is chosen,
he or she can choose to accept another
offer or might be “scooped up by our
neighboring colleges,” Maurer-Fazio
noted. If a search does not yield a new
faculty member, the departments will
often hire a temporary faculty member
and go through the hiring process again
the next year.

Security
Bulletin
Monday, Jan. 22:
-Obscene Phone Calls, Parker
Hall, rooms 218, 303 and 212, report
taken.
Friday, Jan. 26:
-Disturbance at WRBC station,
12:32 a.m., taken care of.
Saturday, Jan. 27:
-Disturbance, John Bertram Hall,
first floor, taken care of.
-Criminal Mischief, John Bertram
Hall, case still open.
-Disturbance - Loud Music, Mib
liken House, basement, taken care
of
-Disturbance - Loud Party, 6:48
p.m., Wentworth Adams Hall, room
401, taken care of
-Liquor Laws Violations, Page
Hall, rooms 414 and 216, referred to
Dean.
-Criminal Mischief, 9:38 p.m.,
Page Hall, third floor, case still
open.
-Narcotics Laws Violation, 9:43
p.m., Page Hall, room 216, referred
to Dean.

portance of these screens.
"The gallery shows the products
of the center,” explained Duvall. “Be¬
cause the back rooms are limited to
students, we want to show what is go¬
ing on back there.”
The other rooms of the center in¬
clude 20 computers, four high-inten¬
sity microscopes and a digital photog¬
raphy area.
Duvall explained that although
this center was created with digital
imaging in mind, any student may use
the computer room at his or her lei¬
sure.

“This facility is for anyone inter¬
ested in expressing their academic
ideas visually,” he said. “It really is a
unique space on campus and I hope
that people take care of it and utilize
it as a quiet space.”
However, the printers are restrict¬
ed to imaging projects. A student must
explain his or her project and get per¬
mission to use the color printers.
Students must also receive train¬
ing before using the digital photog¬
raphy or microscope areas, as the
equipment is extremely expensive.
Although they are encouraged to use

the equipment with a faculty member
present, students demonstrating ex¬
pertise may use it on their own.
Although many students have
been expressing the need for a 24
hour computer lab, the Coram Imag¬
ing Center may not be the outlet for
which they are looking.
“As of right now, the hours mimic
the hours of Ladd Library,” said Du¬
vall. “Whether this area will be open
24 hours a day is not a decision I
make.”

Bates Peace Train to D.C.
supporting the troops means opposing
the war,” she said.
Maggie Gross ’09, who also attend¬
ed the rally, felt the same way. “When
you hear anti-war, you feel that it’s

“While this war has divided our
country, peace is the only way toward
justice and human rights,” Salloway said.
UFPJ has a “desire to enable people
“The march was a march for life, a march
to use their citizenship in a concrete
for
peace. The organizers hope that
way,” said Blaine-Wallace. “They want to
this awareness
be a conduit for the
will let the gov¬
energy now present
ernment lead¬
toward the war.”
ers
know that
“They are pro¬
changes need to
viding a means for
be made.”
people to speak,”
The Bates
Salloway said. “[For
group
was “glad
a long time] I have
to be given this
felt opposed to this
opportunity to
war, and relatively
be
a part of this
silent in my opposi¬
amazing
ex¬
tion. I think that that
perience,” said
silence has gone on
Gross.
They
long enough.”
wished,
though,
“We’ve
been
that the trip to
made to feel that
Washington
citizenship
needs
had been bet¬
to mean support of
ter
advertised
the war, that a good
beforehand so
citizen is in support
that more peo¬
of the war and the
ple could have
administration and
joined them.
a bad citizen is not,”
Now that
COURTESY PHOTO FROM ANGELA LORENZO
Blaine-Wallace said
they
are back
More
than
40
students
traveled
by
bus
to
attend
a
rally
in
D.C.
organized
by
before the rally.
at
Bates,
Gross
United
for
Peace
and
Justice.
“Something very pre¬
said, they want
cious is threatened
to see what else
when that is the pre¬
can
be
done
to
raise
awareness
about
anti-American,
when
you
look
at
what
vailing view. For me, this trip is one
way to rediscover a greater hope for our America is doing,” she said. “So many the war, not only among students here,
people think that patriotism is blind but in the general youth public. One of
nation.”
After the rally, he seems to have faith, but the truth was that patriotism the major points of the rally, she said,
was the need for more activism among
achieved that goal, at least in part. was brought back at the rally.”
Blaine-Wallace, who has participated college and high school students. “We’re
“Spending about 36 hours in close quar¬
ters with an array of incredibly moving in marches on Washington before, said the ones who can effect change,” she
and delightful young people puts a dent that he noticed a difference in Saturday’s said.
“It was empowering to be among
in the side of what has been a gnawing rally. It was “the presence of more mod¬
people
who wanted to make change,
erate,
conventional
citizens
expressing
cynicism in my citizenship,” he wrote
and
to
realize
how many people out¬
their
citizenship
by
means
of
protest,”
in an e-mail. “I’m deeply grateful for
he
said.
“This
war
seems
to
have
quick¬
side
of
Bates
care
about what you care
that.”
Salloway said that she gets defensive ened a broader representation of our about,” Gross said. “It was such an
when people say that being anti-war society, people across the political spec¬ easy thing to be a part of something so
great.”
means being unpatriotic. “I think that trum, to say, ‘no!’”
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

BCSG Election Results
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

was voted on prior to the school-wide vote
in a clubs-only election. Seventeen clubs
were represented and Maddie White ’09
was elected to the position with 16 votes.
Each club was allowed one vote.
Although the elections were conduct¬
ed online, results were not announced
until Monday night because the Elections
and Judiciary Committee, which is tasked
with verifying results, had to address sev¬
eral objections and had difficulty finding
a time during which all members of the
committee could meet. According to an
e-mail from Win Rodgers '09, Vice-Chair
of the EJC, all members of the five-person
committee must be present for a ruling to
be valid.
Thirty-four percent of the student
body (674 students) participated in the
elections. Ninety-six and ninety-five per* cent of those who participated voted .for
President and Vice President, respectively.
With two votes each, nine students

The Bates College Student Govern¬
ment kicked things into high gear Mon¬
day night with the passing of multiple
resolutions, the announcement of the
winners of the presidential election and
the resignation of Chair Sean Bach '08.
The winners of the election include
Bill Jack '08 as President, Kris Jonsson
‘08 as Vice President of Committees and
Maddie White '09 as Vice President of
Student Clubs.
The first resolution pertained to
classrooms in Pettengill being accessible
to students during the weekends. Rep¬
resentative Karla Erickson ‘08 expressed
the desire for classrooms to be used for
group work that would be too distract¬
ing in the atrium. She proposed that
custodians be allowed to open rooms
for students at their leisure, should they
be asked.
Next, a resolution was passed ex¬
pressing the desire for more guest pass¬
es to Commons. He resolution called for
the number of passes to be increased
from three to five per semester, and to
allow for rollover to the next semester.
On the same note, a resolution was
passed asking that Commons meals be
provided for any student on campus
over breaks, not just athletes and thesis
students.
In other news, Chair Sean Bach '08
announced to the RA that he would be
stepping down from his position. He
did not give a reason for his resigna¬
tion, only that it would go into effect at
the close of the meeting. A replacement
chair will be elected by the assembly at
the next meeting.

Effects of
Privilege
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

some.
“We’re not saying ‘our case is worse
than your case,”’ he explained. “Support
should happen in tandem for people in
the position of oppression.”
The group has moved beyond the
planning stage and will begin regular
meetings next Monday. Currently, the
structure of the meeting will involve
different members of the group telling
stories from their life experiences, while
others analyze and respond to the an¬
ecdotes.
“I feel that telling stories is a form of
direct action,” said Wilson. “Listening is
an integral part of storytelling. This will
absolutely enhance peoples’ listening
skills.”
Wilson developed the idea for the
group at the end of last school year
and decided to put it together this year
with encouragement from Prof. Sue
Houchins, Special Assistant to the Presi¬
dent. The group is still without a perma¬
nent name or a budget, though Wilson
said the Dean of Students’ Office has ex¬
pressed interest in the organization and
may help with funding.
His aspiration for the group is that its
members will help incite social change.
"We’ll be better at recognizing power in
all of its forms,” Wilson said. “We won’t
take power for granted. The invisible
will become visible. We will be better
at relating across groups and learn to be
clear when talking.”

What's the Deal
With...

tied as write-in candidates for 2007 Class
Representative, a position for which no
one ran. The two write-in candidates who
expressed interest, Kristin Barber ’07 and
Sorina Crisan ’07, are now the 2007 Class
Representatives. There were 38 write-in
candidates for 2007 Class Representative.
Seniors were allowed to vote twice for
class representative because there were
two positions to fill.
SAM NAGOURNEY
Liz Murphy ’08 won the uncontested
ASSISTANT
NEWS EDITOR
election for 2008 Class Representative
with 85 percent of the votes.
Electronic Access: Many students
Beth Rogers ’09 beat Greg Fisher ’09
were
surprised to have unlimited elec¬
in the election for 2009 Class Representa¬
tronic
access across campus first se¬
tive in a vote of 72 percent to 23 percent.
mester
and disappointed when access
Sartaj Ahmed Khan Mojlish TO and
Ramona Lapadus TO were elected 2010 returned to normal status this winter. Re¬
Class Representatives with 37 percent cently, school administrators and deans
and 22 percent of the votes, respectively. also shared their surprise. Current access
Emaan Karamutullah and Jing Qin, the hours to campus housing buildings that
two other candidates, received 20 percent are not the student’s own are 7 a.m. to
and 13 percent of the votes, respectively. midnight Sunday through Thursday, and
First-years were allowed to vote twice for tuntil 2 a.m. on Friday and Saturday. Bot^i
class representatives because there were the head of the electronic access con¬
two positions to fill. _ trol office, Susan A. Nattress, and Dean

An explanation of new Bates phenomena
Goundie were unaware of the change pri¬
or to being approached by The Student.
Electronic access records are purged
at the end of every Semester. "No¬
body knew the system was bro¬
ken, and there is no evidence that
it was broken,” said Dean Goundie.
Answering concerns that students, hav¬
ing tasted absolute freedom, would not
get used to the “new” system, Dean
Goundie said that if access control is a
cause that students want to raise again,
they can do so though the Bates Collie
Student Government, and the deans will
take it into consideration.
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A Cultural
Escape from
Campus
JOANIE MEHARRY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ZACHARY LAPIN/BATES STUDENT
The International Dinner brought together the tastes and cultures of the world in the Gray Cage Sunday evening.
ALEXANDRA KELLY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

ZACHARY LAPIN/BATES STUDENT

For the first time, the International
Club’s annual dinner was made into a
fundraiser, supporting two charities run
by Bates students. The dinner was held
in the Gray Cage Sunday evening and
featured cuisine from all around the
world.
The dinner is self-catered by Interna¬
tional Club members, who contributed
dishes from India, Korea, China, Japan,
the Caribbean, Eastern and Western Eu¬
rope, South America, Africa and the U.S.
Many of the club members were easily
identifiable during the dinner, wearing
traditional dress from the various cul¬
tures.
Although the $10 tickets for the
event were originally only available in

limited quantities, the club continued
to sell over that limit, letting in more
people than they originally planned.
Latecomers Sunday evening found less
of a breadth of food available than they
had hoped.
The two organizations honored at
by this year’s dinner were VietAbroader
and Eagles Breakaway. Both are dedi¬
cated to helping under-privileged stu¬
dents from outside the U.S. pursue a
higher education, usually at American
colleges and universities.
VietAbroader is a nonprofit organiza¬
tion that provides Vietnamese students
with the training and support needed
for admission to selective colleges in the
United States. Started by Bates students
Khoa Pham ’07 and Trang Nguyen ’07, it
educates high school students about the
admissions process and financial aid, as
well as helping to prepare them to take
the SAT I, SAT II and TOEFL (Test of

English as a Foreign Language). It also
provides a forum for advice on living,
studying abroad and planning a careerafter college. The program has helped
hundreds of Vietnamese students gain
admission to colleges in the U.S., in¬
cluding Bates.
Eagles Breakaway was started by
Shawna-Kaye Lester ’08 through a 2005
grant from Childnet Academy, which
supports young people in the develop¬
ment of Internet projects for the benefit
of other children. The site is designed
for current or former college students
to share their experiences and stories
of overcoming obstacles like language
barriers or poverty to inspire younger
students to be able to do the same.
“Let nothing and no one stop you in
this never-to-return time of youth from
seeking, finding and fully exploiting the

See SNOWY TOWN, page 6
See DINNER, page 6

Premium
Thatcher's Does Fried Food
Denim: A
the Old-Fashioned Way
Splurge
Well Spent
A

SARAH DUNN
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

About the size of the average Bates
dorm room, nestled oddly in the middle
of the Auburn Mall, sits Thatcher’s Res¬
taurant and Martin’s pub.
Thatcher’s, serving Lewiston-Au¬
burn for over 25 years, has developed a
loyal following. Amiable waitresses re¬
fill drinks without being asked and are
familiar with all names and faces pres¬
ent. The restaurant has a casual, com¬
fortable atmosphere but is somewhat
muddied by passing shoppers. Whether
you’re biting into a juicy hamburger or
enjoying a shrimp cocktail, the view of
Bath and Body Works patrons is rather
disconcerting.
With over 20 beers on tap, the walls
of this eatery are more like shrines to
beer brands and sports teams; display¬
ing framed Bud Light ads and New

England Patriots memorabilia. Howev¬
er, offering far more than mixed nuts
and pretzel rods, Thatcher’s has a menu
quite unlike its sports bar appearance.
Exploring every aspect of American cui¬
sine, the restaurant-pub proffers innu¬
merable dining options.
As an appetizer, the “munchie plat¬
ter” is an incredibly filling collection of
fried everything. Enough to satisfy more

than four people, the platter offered
onion rings, cheese sticks, chicken ten¬
ders, French fries and chicken wings.
While these may sound like the typical
greasy bites you could get at Applebees,
Thatcher’s refined the dining experi¬
ence by actually making the food in the
See THATCHER'S, page 6

We're Bringing 7th Grade Back
First

awkward

coed

encounters, the chicken
dance,
and

Shirley Temples

party games were

reexperienced
Bar/Bat

at

Mitzvah

the
Party,

hosted by Hillel Saturday
night
Lounge.

in

Chase

Hail

Professional

DJ Ari Warsawski

(left)

emceed the event calling
dances,

leading games

and giving away prizes;
Many students attended
the dance decked out in
beads and hats handed
out at the door.
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Saturday nights at Bates can be a
monotonous ordeal of premature par¬
ties and small group gatherings. This is
due, in part, to the hostile outdoor en¬
vironment. But after bracing the winter
winds and sub zero chills for weeks on
end, I decided it was time for a change.
Last Saturday night, I traveled with a
friend to Portland to explore some of
the culture Maine has to offer.
The first stop was the Portland Stage
Company, Maine’s largest professional
and non-profit theater. The playhouse,
equipped with wooden staircases and
a spacious waiting room, was bustling
with excitement. The evening’s play
was “Noises Off,” a British farcical com¬
edy by playwright Michael Frayn. I was
enticed to see the show by its write-up
on the stage company’s website. The
plot involves a traveling theater troupe
trying to finish their tour of a fictitious
play entitled “Nothing On” under the
most trying circumstances.
Lovers’
quarrels and group conflicts escalate
tensions to outrageous heights among
the cast, which will, the pamphlet
claims, send the audience into side¬
gripping fits of laughter.
True to its reputation, “Noises Off”
leftme and my fellow audience mem¬
bers in hysterics throughout the three
acts. The first act involved the illequipped cast struggling to finish their
dress-rehearsal the day before opening
night. Brooke, a voluptuous blonde
that spent much of the time on stage in
a pink corset, black lace underwear and
garter was just one of the treats enjoyed

WRBC 91.5
Show of the Month:
Raging Opus
Monday 12 to 2 a.m.

Clothes Off
Gym Class Heroes

KEITH KEARNEY JR.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Denim...you can wear it with ev¬
erything, in all its manifestations;
dark, medium and light; whiskered,
vintage, customized, shredded, faded,
unwashed, dyed, weathered, stonewashed, frayed, distressed. All jeans,
regardless of whether they are rough as
cement or burnished fine as cashmere,
share an “American” feel. While denim
is a great social equalizer, it is an even
better paradox. We all wear blue jeans,
and we are never more ourselves than
when we are wearing our favorite pair.
Jean history would be nothing with¬
out Levi Strauss, who is credited with
inventing jeans. Levi Strauss emigrated
to New York in 1847 then moved to San
Francisco in the early 1850s because he
thought his family’s dry goods business
would be successful as a result of the
California Gold rush. Twenty years later,
Levi Strauss and a Nevada tailor joined
forces to patent an idea for putting riv¬
ets on stress points of workmans’ over¬
alls, also known as jeans. Levi chose to
use stronger denim fabric and cotton
duck and put his name on the product.
Later, the duck fabric was dropped as
consumers found the denim more com¬
fortable. Upon popular demand, Strauss
made denim jeans rather than overalls.
Other brands began to produce their
own jeans such as Lee Coopers, Lee
and Wranglers.
Film stars and other pop icons in¬
fluenced denim in the 1950s. When
Elvis Presley, James Dean and Marlon
Brando wore them, they became in¬
ternationally desirable and associated
with rock 'n' roll and pop music. In
the 1960s, many hippies and college
students began wearing jeans. Differ¬
ent styles were made to match the '60s
fashions: embroidered jeans and psy¬
chedelic styling. Today the jean industry
is a billion dollar business due to celeb¬
rity aping and its status-driven implica¬
tions. The humble origins of workwear
See DENIM,page 6

Just a Moment
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Daylight
Aesop Rock

List of Demands
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Wolf Like Me
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The Arcade Fire
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Cupid's Choke
Hold
Gym Class Heroes

Mirando a Las
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Poet Plays with the
World's Eccentricities
CONOR HURLEY
MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

The bizarre, the unimaginable,
the fatal and the nearly fatal come
together in the poems of Jean Mo¬
nahan ‘81, who read a selection of
her poems Thursday evening at the
Muskie archives.
The second event of the English
Department’s reading series—featur¬
ing several alumni, including Eliza¬
beth Strout, who presented in Octo¬
ber—Monahan read several poems
from her latest collection “Mauled
Illusionist.”
Winner of the 1991 An hinga Press
Prize for Poetry, Monahan knew she
loved poetry since she was a young
girl, though she flirted with psychol¬
ogy, which she majored in at Bates.
Tier psych major did not become a
career, though she does use it as a
tool when she is writing.
Monahan wrote her senior thesis
on suicide and Sylvia Plath. “I chose
the topic partly because I was in¬
terested in the topic, but mostly be¬
cause I wanted to read Sylvia Plath,”

she said.
Monahan’s poems reflect the
subject of her thesis in their focus
on mortality. One poem she read
referenced the ironic tragedy of the
man who survived being struck by
lightning seven times, “died by his
own hand.”
Death being a central aspect not¬
withstanding, her poems are light
and playful, weaving the dour traits
of the human condition with the
laughable absurdity of reality.
Often she will search for out¬
landish news stories to include in
and provide the motivation for her
poems. One poem she read, “Chi¬
huahua,” mentioned a story she
had once read about a Chihuahua
that got itself stuck, inextricably, in
a Thanksgiving turkey. “1 can just
imagine the call to Butterball,” said
Monahan, laughing.
“Mauled Illusionist,” her fourth
book, is titled after a headline from
CNN.com about Las Vegas perform¬
er Roy Horn, who was nearly killed
after being bitten by his trained tiger.
The title led to a disagreement be¬

tween Monahan and her publisher,
who thought that readers would re¬
act poorly to a title based on Horn’s
horrifying accident. Monahan, argu¬
ing that it would attract attention and
readers, eventually prevailed.
Another literary tool she employs
is to play fancifully with cliche.
“When you’re in grammar
school, teachers tell you to avoid cli¬
che at all cost... 1 thought that I’d
just use the cliche as the title and go
from there,” said Monahan. She pro¬
vided her “When Hell Freezes Over”
as an example of this technique. The
poem goes on to imagine being able
to walk across the frozen fires of
hell and see the motionless people
within.
Poetry is not a full-time job for
Monahan, who lives in Salem, Mass.
Though she tries to dedicate some
time to poetry each week, she does
not expect her next volume to be
completed soon. Aside from writing,
Monahan worked as a webmaster in
the dot-com age, a teacher, copy¬
writer and most importantly, she
says, a single parent.

Dinner Raises Awareness, Funds to Help
Underprivileged Children Attend College
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

least opportunity that comes your
way, creating paths where none ex¬
ist," the organization’s website urges.
“Find the courage to Breakaway.”
International Club Treasurer Saif
Farooqui ’08 hopes that this year’s
donations will “set the standard” for
future International Club dinners,

and said that the group will continue
to “broaden its horizons” regarding
the charities they donate to.
'The International Club is one of
the largest and most active student
clubs at Bates. Though its primary
purpose is to serve as a support
group for international students, it's
open to all members of the Bates
community, and works to promote

understanding and awareness of di¬
verse cultures through events like the
International Dinner.
For more information about
VietAbroader and Eagles Breakaway,
please visit www.vietabroader.org
and www.eaglesbreakaway.net.

Painting a Snowy
Town Red
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

by the male audience members.
The second act, propelled by slapstick
comedy and rapid banter, was set back stage
as the crew stmggied to keep the show go¬
ing onstage. While I found the second act to
be a bit over-whelming, the third act arrived
just in time to save the day. Set as though
watching “Nothing On,” the audience caught
the cast’s hilarious last ditch effort to keep
the show going. What appeared to be small
hiccups, in the second act actually choked the
play within the play in the third act, with one
outrageous problem after another. Most of
the cast wound up in their undergarments on
stage, desperately doing whatever they could
just to finish the show. And finish they did
- with a standing ovation from the audience.
Next stop for the evening was Cinque
Terre, an Italian restaurant in Old Portland,
which was recognized by USA Today as one
of 20()6’s finest dining experiences. The
spacious and modern style restaurant was
outfitted with balcony seating and an open
kitchen for the curious customer. The sur¬
prisingly comfortable booths, dimly lit-room
and mouth-watering aromas emerging from
the kitchen created a relaxing environment
for diners and prepared them for the impres¬
sive feast to come.
The best and most difficult part of the
dinner was deciding what to order on the
menu. After consulting the waitress, I or¬

dered the Grillo, a rich white wine with hints
of fruit flavors while my friend ordered the
Cusumano Syrah. Anticipating large por¬
tions ,1 decided to split an appetizer with
my companion. I chose the Fritto, a Maine
shrimp and vegetable dish lightly fried with
chili peppers, oregano and lemon aioli and
covered in a cream glaze.
After being unable to decide to order
two different entrees, we both ordered the
Pansotti, a hand-made pasta stuffed with ox¬
tail, ricotta cheese, sage, herbs, and balsamic
brown butter. It was a decision I did not
regret, for the delectable dish was reason
enough to return. 'ITie meal finished with a
heavenly Raspberry and Mango Sorbet that
proved a sweet ending to the evening. The
attentive and knowledgeable service made
the meal quick and especially enjoyable.
Cinque Terre would be an excellent place
to eat with parents, a date worth impressing,
or anyone needing a well-earned break from
Commons.
With reservations requested, Cinque
Terre is located at 36 Wharf Street in Port¬
land. 'Their website is www.cinqueterremaine.com.
'Hie Portland Stage Company has regu¬
lar rerformances: Wednesday-Friday at 7:30
p.m., Saturdays at 4:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m., Sun¬
days at 2:00 p.m.; Final performance: Sunday,
February 18 at 2:00 p.m. Their website is
www. portlandstage. com.

Upcoming Events
Village Club Series:
Meg Allison
Mays
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Thurs. February 1
Noche Tropical Dance
Little Room - Chase Hall
9:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Fri. February 2

Comedian Owen Smith
Mays Center
9:00 p.m.
Fri. February 2
The Departed
Olin 104
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Sun
2:00 & 4:30 p.m. Fri., Sat.,
Sun February 2-4

Battle of the Bands
Mays Center
8:00 p.m.
Sat. February 3
Asian Performance Night
Schaeffer Theater
7:00 p.m. -11 p.m.
Sat. February 3

If you have an event you would like to be included in the Arts & Living Upcoming Events
Calendar, please e-mail Conor Hurley (churley2) with the event name, date, time and place. We
reserve the right not to print any event.

Denim Stands Tests of Time, Fashion
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Levi Strauss pants are a long way from
the rise of new brands like Seven for
All Mankind, Rock & Republic, Earnest
Sewn, Citizens of Humanity, True Reli¬
gion, Stitches, Diesel, Gold Signs...the
list goes on and on.
So what is “premium” denim? With
the entry level Sevens costing $132 and
ranging all the way up to $300, most
people have no idea why they're con¬
sidered premium but think that if they
have them, other people will know.
Most premium jeans are costly because
they are handcrafted with top quality
fabric from the finest cotton. Deemed
‘premium’ due to handcrafting, unique
intricacies are produced where no two
pairs are the same. Most are individu¬
ally numbered to insure one-of-a-kind
authenticity. If that’s not enough, hand
details, such as the sand paper effect
are more expensive as it is an extra cost
for the denim manufacturer who must
employ someone to actually sand your
jeans. Seven for all Mankind was the pi¬
oneer of premium denim and one of the

first to exceed the $100 price point. Ad¬
ditionally, premium denim is manufac¬
tured domestically. Sevens and True Re¬
ligion are made in the U.S.A and while
American labor laws are not perfect,
they are enforced. Labor laws in China
are not enforced, arguably making Chi¬
na one of the largest exporters of com¬
modities. Think about it: if your denim
is over $100 and is imported, 1 would
not consider it to be premium. Regard¬
less of how frivolous one may think it
is to spend $100 on a pair of jeans, it
really is just conspicuous consumption.
Premium is all about constaiction of the
garment. Jeans less than $100 are not
inferior, but the general quality is abso¬
lutely not the same. One of the forerun¬
ners of “cheap” but mainstream jeans are
the brand Cheap Mondays, specializing
in unisex skinny jeans with its entry and
upper level price being a whopping $65
dollars. You know the price point is af¬
fordable when the entry level price is as
expensive as it gets.
So why are so many Batesies going
premium? Because it’s a status symbol
or just because they like the fit and
look? I would argue both: I believe that
anyone can find a pair of Sevens that
would totally set their lives free, though
a certain M.J.B. told me that Citizens of
Humanity have revolutionized ‘the right
fit’ for the female body. Yet just like a
pair of shoes or a bag, the brands that
we consume speak to the type of things
we are capable of buying and maybe
even our exposure to ‘luxury.’
In high school, some of us wore

baggy jeans, wide legs, flares...hope¬
fully no one was rockin’ overalls. For
Bates women, the trend tends to be
skinny and bootcut jeans and the trend
for Bates men tend to be baggy or bootcut jeans; though some Bates men have
even perfected the skinny look. I have
had many reservations about men wear¬
ing skinny .jeans but if you wear them
with confidence and the right pointed
oxford, high top shoe, camper boot
or sneaker you are on the right track.
J.T.W. has been wearing skinny jeans
since freshman year and continues to
consistently get it right. I thought you
had to be tall and lean so clearly for a
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while I was apprehensive. I have tried a
pair thanks to T.L.M, then 1 invested in
a pair, but I think on a regular basis, I
will stick with my slim straight fits and
bootcuts.
Hot look for a guy: boot cut jeans
with either Timberland or Clark boots
and a white-shirt. You can modify this
look but you really cannot go-wrong.
If you feel as though your upper body
has potential, the t-shfrt could be fitted,
not like the Underarmour fitted look,
but more like the James Dean fitted
look. If you want to elevate this look,
pair it with aviators (this can assist with
those awful morning after headaches
and those damn walks of shame), But,
please note: my two favorite M.Bs tell
me that construction boots just will not
do.
The type of jeans you wear in re¬
gard to the brand and fit will rely on
your comfort level in them. Most of the
time the goal is to achieve a look that
you think is hot. if you are not naturally
handsome, focus on other attributes; if
you are in shape and are comfortable
with your shape, you will automati¬
cally like what you see in the mirror,
and draw attention to body parts you
appreciate the most. Hint: girls look at
guys’ behinds just as guys grill girls, and
on some level it is inevitable, as long
as you are discreet about it. Sex appeal
in the denim department is. important
but what is most important is remem¬
bering to be discreet: thongs need not
apply. Showing your thong on Saturday
night in the privacy of your boyfriend’s

room is cute...showing your thong in
the very public sphere of Commons on
Sunday morning along with your low
rise jeans, is not. Additionally, we have
to be cautious of skintight clothes. One
Bates trend that has been alarming is
substituting leggings for jeans on a daily
basis. I have seen leggings sported with
Uggs, ballet flats, riding boots, stilettos,
flip flops, running shoes and those in¬
famous L.L. Bean boots....This is not a
bad look but, it may be drawing atten¬
tion to the crotch area...and everyone
knows that we do not need that during
an 8 a.m. biology lecture. Again every¬
one can look hot in a variety of styles
of jeans; it’s just that leggings have gone
from being worn to and from the gym
to the classroom, the Vault, 218, PGill,
the back room in Commons, the ‘other’
side of the salad bar - and for many
of our female Bobcats, all day! If you
are wearing them to highlight your lean
figure most people have probably no¬
ticed it without the assistance of your
leggings or any variation of tights. If you
are wearing leggings as your base bot¬
tom more than three out of seven days
a week, please consider other options.
Immediately.
Every movement, from hippie to
hip-hop, has claimed blue jeans for it¬
self. Jeans have been worn by protest¬
ers, headbangers and heartthrobs. They
have been worn on horses and Harleys.
From Marvin Gaye to Madonna, denim
embodies American creativity and re¬
bellion. . .and I love them!
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Thatcher's Provides Food Court Alternative
Mi 1 I

restaurant. Freshly cut, potato skin
still recognizable, these fried foods
ONE-TIME OFFER!!!!
were a nice change from their usu¬
ally freezer-generated equals. Even
CALL IN AN ORDER TO RUSSELL STREET VARIETY
further were the endless dipping
BETWEEN I (MM. amt » (Mil, to MAW ANYTHING ON THE MENU {NO ALCOHOL Of
sauce prospects, including sauces in
CIGARETTES} DELIVERED RIGHT TO THE ROOM YOU'RE IN!!
which you’d never think to immense
15%. Of
MONEY MADE FROM
DELIVERIES WILL HELP FUND MW EXPENSES for
your onion ring.
MW SHAKESPEARE SHORT TERM to LONDON, A 10% Mhmy fM par m4m willM
Entrees
sampled
included
indiMted In mm CHARGE,
Thatchers “infamous” chili, a spicy
FEB. m CALL RUSSELL STREET VARIETY (78G-5SS6) IN BETWEEN S AND 9 pm.
bacon ranch burger, turkey melt and
a basic grilled cheese. These classic
DELIVERIES WILL START AT 4 PM. WI%L DELIVER ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS AND
TO OFF*CAMPUS APARTMENTS AND HOUSES WITH BATES STUDENTS. JUST TELL US and simple American foods aren’t
actually so simple in their execution;
WHERE YOU ARE, WHAT ROOM YOU'RE IN, AND WE’LL DELIVER IT RIGHT TO YOU
it’s surprising how wrong some ham¬
burgers and even a grilled cheese
can turn out. However, Thatcher's
has perfected these traditional items
of American cuisine.
WHEN THE NIGHT
While I’m not sure I would ven¬
MAKES YOU SHIVER,
ture
into the seafood section of the
we DEuvERiuimmini
menu or test any of the more so¬
phisticated items, the turkey melt
and hamburger could not have been
better. The bread was thick, yet
crisp, avoiding the soggy problems
sandwiches often encounter: The
SUPER BOWL SUNDAY!!! WANT FOOD, SOT DON'T WANT TO LEAVE YOUR CHAIR?

M

■

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

turkey was moist, not processed
and artificial and the veggies were
extremely fresh.
Thatcher’s boasts a hearty, delec¬
table chili. The chili, unfortunately
served lukewarm, was definitely not
for those spice fiends who seek to
set their mouth on fire.
“The spiciness wasn’t over¬
whelming, but it definitely had a lit¬
tle zing," described Laura Baughman
'09, a fellow Thatcher’s diner.
The spicy bacon ranch burg¬
er, with thick and juicy meat, was
more like a slab than a patty, ide¬
al for meat lovers. The burger had
perfectly melted cheese and bacon
in proper proportion, so as not to
distract from the multitude of other
flavors.
“Excellent!” was all Tim Ayotte
'09, a Thatcher’s enthusiast had to
say.
Probably the most enticing part
of the Thatcher’s dining experience
is the side order possibilities. Al¬
lowed two sides with every meal,
guests pick from items such ^s rice
pilaf, fries, chili, baked bean's and

veggie sticks.
As if the tummy-expanding
meal just consumed wasn’t enough,
Thatcher’s has four incredibly tempt¬
ing desserts. From pumpkin cheese¬
cake to an apple crisp, these sweets
were hard to pass up. Hidden by a
mound of whipped cream, choco¬
late sauce and vanilla ice-cream was
the scrumptious “brownie delight.”
Although tough to find at first un¬
derneath all those accoutrements,
the warm, gooey, enormous brown¬
ie was a chocolate miracle.
Thatcher’s is the perfect respite
from every other heavily trafficked
Lewiston restaurant. With friendly,
prompt service, sizeable portions,
and relatively low prices, there is
something strangely appealing about
this oddly situated eatery. Delicious
comfort food abounds at Thatcher’s
restaurant and pub; diners simply
must view the mall as a kind of bo¬
nus. Why not contemplate future JC
Penny purchases while enjoying a
delectable hamburger?

m
m
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Nordic Women Take Eighth
SAM EVANS-BROWN
STAFF WRITER

The Bates Nordic women’s ski
team took 11 women to the UNH win¬
ter carnival races in Jackson, N.H. this
weekend, but had to declare only six
of them eligible to score, according to
NCAA rules. Notably absent from the
list of scorers were Kaitlyn McElroy
’08 and Abbey Samuelson TO, the for¬
mer because of nagging injuries sus¬
tained in November, the latter because
of sickness. In the past, both women
have shown themselves capable of

being two of Bates’ scorers.
Despite these injuries, the Bobcats
entered the races strong, with scorers
in 18th (Emily Poole ’07), 25th (Haleigh Armstrong ’09) and 27th (Lauren
Jacobs ’07) during Friday’s 5k skate
race. This put them into sixth for the
day, only three points shy of fifth.
The women did not fair as well the
second day when poor snow condi¬
tions meant that the 15k classical race
was shortened to 10k. The scorers on
day two were Armstrong in 35th, Ja¬
cobs in 36th and Megan Somers ’09
in 42nd. McElroy raced for a season
best 23rd on Saturday, showing that

she can overcome her early season
difficulties and step up to score for
the Bobcats. Had she been eligible to
score, the women’s second day score
would have jumped up seven points,
meaning that Bates would have bested
the Colby women and taken seventh
place for Saturday instead of eighth.
Coach Becky Woods is hopeful
that next week at the University of
Vermont Carnival the team will be up
to fighting trim, since a strict limit of
six racers is imposed on the carnivals
from now on.

Lackluster Weekend not
without Highlights for Swimmers
BRENDAN BRODEUR
STAFF WRITER

The Bates College swimming and
diving teams traveled to Mass, on Sat¬
urday for a tri-meet hosted by Tufts
University. The garnet men and wom¬
en both lost to the Jumbos, while the
Bates men narrowly defeated Whea¬
ton College.
Despite a rough day in the pool,
both teams had memorable moments.
For the women, Emilie Swenson ’08
placed first in the 100 yard butterfly
in T.03.85, while Katelyn Drake TO

continued to be victorious in the 100and 200-yard backstroke events. Co¬
captain Kris Gray ’08 swam into third
place at 2:21.34 for the 200 yard but¬
terfly, preceded by Annie Barton ’08
with a second-place finish in the 200
yard freestyle.
The men’s team, meanwhile, had
some good races to help overcome
Wheaton College. Charles Swanson
'07 was a dominant force, placing
third in the 1000-yard freestyle and
winning the 200-yard IM for Bates.
Sophomore Mark Andrews placed fifth
in the 200-yard butterfly as the lone
Bobcat in the water against a heat of
Tufts swimmers. The meet had a nice

Tommy Imboden Makes
His Superbowl Picks

Men's Squash 31; Women Lose
Two, Win One

Men’s Nordic Beats
Conference Opponents;
Ellefson Achieves Best Result
of Collegiate Career
LAUREN JACOBS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Bates men’s Nordic ski team
mixed up the results at the University
of New Hampshire carnival, held in
Jackson, New Hampshire, on Friday
and Saturday. The Bobcats set some
personal records despite low temper¬
atures and a biting wind during Fri¬
day’s 10 km skate race. Sylvan Ellef¬
son ’09 had the best collegiate result
of his career with a second place fin¬
ish in Friday’s event. Dylan McGuffin
TO also had a great race and finished
17th, while Matt Dunlap ’08 rounded
out Bates’ scoring skiers with a strong
24th place finish. Bates men were in
fourth place after the first day of rac¬
ing, first among NESCAC schools.
“It’s good to see that we’re start¬

ing to get more skiers in the top 25
on the guy’s side,” said co-captain
Martin Benes ’07. “Sylvan obviously
skied great this weekend and the re¬
sults from the other guys showed the
depth of this team.”
Saturday’s race was shortened
from a 20k classic to a 10k classic
due to the lack of snow preservation.
Ellefson continued to lead the team
with a sixth place finish, while Sam
Evans-Brown ’09 showed his strength
in classic technique to finish 18th.
The next two Bates finishers were Tim
Whiton ’09 and Brandon Coopera TO,
finishing 24th and 30th, respectively,
yet neither one was able to help the
overall team placement because they
had not been designated scorers.
With the next carnival hosted by the
University of Vermont, Bates will face
the tough task of cutting the carnival
team down to six men.

Upcoming
Home
Games
7 p.m. Jan. 30 Women's

Basketball vs. Bowdoin

RACHEL KURZIUS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

before last year’s tournament only
to become the last team standing. If
you even want to look at tennis, Ser¬
ena Williams, unseeded at the start
of the 2007 Australian Open, ran
through the field to win her fourth
Grand Slam title. Simply put, teams
(and people) that the general public
gives no chance for championship
success have overcome the odds.
And it has cost people like me a lot
of money.
What this trend means I am not
certain. It definitely reinforces one
thing that sports have always been
about: unpredictability. One of
the reasons I love sports so much
is that you will always see some¬
thing new that you never expected;
there is never a dull moment. One
day people are admonishing Peyton
Manning’s postseason acumen, the
next he is playing in the Super Bowl
against Rex Gjossman.
The trend also shows the rela¬
tive lack of dynastic powers in team
sports. There is a reason that there
are relatively few surprise victories
in men’s tennis and golf: Roger Federer and Tiger Woods are insanely
good. But in team sports, the story is

finish as the Bates ‘A’ 200 freestyle re¬
lay of Andrews, Chris Berry ’09, Taylor
Sosnowski TO and Nate Cooper ’09
placed second.
On the diving boards, Dan Perry
’08 won the one meter diving but lost
the 3 meter by .25 points to Tufts. The
women had a steady day as they took
second, fourth and seventh place out
of 10 opponents in the one meter, and
second, fourth and sixth on the three
meter board.
Both teams will travel to Welles¬
ley College over the weekend for their
last regular season meet before pre¬
paring for NESCACs in the middle of
February.
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much different.
Due to the salary cap and player
movement, it’s difficult for teams to
remain at the absolute apex of the
sport for a long duration, something
that Patriots’ fans are now learning.
As a result of these circumstances,
there is a chance for the upstart to
succeed. In past eras, this sometimes
did occur, but not with the regularity
of today.
So what does this mean for the
Super Bowl and future events? Ba¬
sically, never count out a team you
normally would. At this point, of¬
fering a Super Bowl pick is beyond
pointless, but it seems necessary
nonetheless. In an NFL season that
could be characterized by the un¬
derdog, oddsmakers have the Indi¬
anapolis Colts listed as touchdown
favorites. All I know is that a fast
and nasty defense is going to be lin¬
ing up across from Peyton Manning,
one that seems hell-bent on proving
the naysayers wrong. My money—if
I still had any—would be on the
Bears. Rex Grossman: Super Bowl¬
winning quarterback? It’s so absurd,
it makes perfect sense.
Bears 24, Colts 21

The Bates women’s squash team
scored a decisive win over Bowdoin on
Tuesday. It would mark the last time
the women would win for the week.
The Bobcats lost 9-0 and 8-1 to secondranked Yale and eighth-ranked Williams,
bringing the Bobcats to an impressive
record of 13 wins and six losses.
The Bowdoin victory marked the
seventh win in a row for the Bates team,
who are currerltly ranked 10th in the
nation. Overcoming 12th ranked Bow¬
doin ended the Polar Bears’ own win¬
ning streak, which had gotten up to four
games. The Bobcats won with a score of
8-1 at the Bates squash center.
The men's team beat U. Rochester
8-1, Denison 8-1 and Navy 5-4, los¬
ing only to Williams by a score of 8-1.
The Navy match was a hotly contested
battle, lasting many hours and featuring
three five-set individual matches.
The Bates men are now ranked 12th
in the Nation, but with last week's win
over number nine Navy, the team can
expect to move up in the rankings.
The men and women both play next
in the NESCAC tournament at Trinity bn
Feb. 2.

Bobcat of
the Week
Sylvan Ellefson '09
Sylvan Ellefson has been
tearing up the college carni¬
val circuit. A native of Vail,
Colo., after only two NCAA
qualifer races (two are re¬
quired to qualify) Ellefson
has all but clinched him¬
self a spot. This past week,
Ellefson earned the high¬
est finish of his collegiate
career, placing second at
UNH.

AMELIA LARSEN/THE BATES STUDENT
Kellie Goodridge ’10 looks to inbound the ball.

7:30 p.m. Feb. 2 Women's

Basketball vs. Williams
3 p.m. Feb. 3 Women's

Basketball vs. Middlebury
1 p.m. Feb. 3 Men's Track

and Field vs. State of Maine

Men's Bailers go 2-1
over Week, Z-Ray
Sets All-Time School
Record for Assists
DAVID BRODER
STAFF WRITER

The men’s basketball team start¬
ed the week on a high note with a
big victory over Emmanuel College
and a close win against Wesleyan.
Unfortunately, the team ended the
week with a tough loss to Connecti¬
cut College.
Tuesday night, the Bobcats
rolled to a 75-57 victory against a
non-league opponent, Emmanuel.
Senior co-captain Zak Ray ’07, with
his 13 point, eight assist and four
steal game, broke another record
establishing himself as Bates' alltime assist leader. The game itself
was not much of a contest, as the
Bobcats had a double-digit lead at
the half. Bates was able to snag 16
offensive boards helping them score
20 second-chance points.
The Bobcats’ most exciting game
this week came in a 59-56 overtime
victory against NESCAC-rival Wesleyap. In a game filled with late scor¬
ing and clutch shots, the Bobcats

were once again led by Zak Ray’s 13
points and five dimes. Bryan Wholey '08 added a balanced 12 points,
seven rebounds and four steals. Se¬
nior Damon McGinn stepped up and
grabbed a career-high 10 boards.
After a tiring game at Wesleyan,
the 19th ranked 'Cats finished their
road trip in Connecticut with a road
game against Conn. College. The
Bobcats were down 20 at halftime
due to some great shooting by the
Camels, who shot 78.9 percent from
the floor including 66.7 percent be¬
yond the arc.
Despite the loss, Zak Ray '07 had
another great game, finishing with
19 points, six assists, five boards and
four steals. He got some help from
co-captain Rob Stockwell '07,who
netted 17 and grabbed eight for
the Bobcats. Bates would finish the
game shooting 40.7 percent from
the field compared to Conn.’s 69-4
percent. The final score was 82-65,
in favor of the Camels.
Next Friday and Saturday Bates
jjoes on the road to face Williams
a'nd Middlebury.

SPORTS
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Women Out-Ball NESCAC Foes
JESSIE SAWYER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s basketball team
rounded out the weekend with two
conference wins over the Wesleyan
Cardinals and the Connecticut Col¬
lege Camels, improving their record
to 3-2 in the NESCAC and 11-7 in the
season.
The battle between cat and bird
was fierce on Jan. 26. The lead
flipped back and forth in the first
half. Wesleyan went into the break
with a 40-34 edge and held the lead
for the majority of the second half,
but the Bobcats persisted. Bates came
back from its deficit, gaining the lead
in the last four minutes off of a Val
Beckwith '09 three-point play.
The Cardinals fought for the
game, almost tying in the last
few seconds when Ali Founey '09
launched a three-point shot just be¬
fore the buzzer, rimming it to grant
Bates a 69-66 win.
Matia Kostakis '08 hit 15 points
and snatched nine off the glass. Her
teammate Kellie Goodridge '10 net¬
ted a season-high 12 points. Sarah

Baron ’08 contributed with seven
points, eight rebounds and six as¬
sists.
The Bobcats continued a six-year
winning history against the Camels,
championing a 76-63 victory on Jan.
27. Bates led four times in the first
half, going into halftime with a 30-22
advantage.
Though the Bobcats held the lead
for the entirety of the second half,
the Camels stayed on their tails. With
13:14 remaining, the Camels nar¬
rowed the gap to three points after a
9-0 run. Bates countered with a 17-2
run, making the score 49-41 at the
8:27 mark. The Bobcats were able to
hold their stance for the win.
Beckwith drained a game-high
21 points, rebounding nine. Lauren
Yanofsky TO played a solid offen¬
sive and defensive game, earning a
career-high 20 points and assisting
four Bobcat baskets. Yanofsky also
blocked five shots and rebounded
six. Kostakis hit 13 points and set up
four sinkers. Camel Lindsay Michel
’08 led her team with 14 points.
The Bobcats host Bowdoin to¬
night at 7 p.m.

TOMMY IMBODEN
SPORTS
COLUMNIST
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Lauren Yanofsky '10 bangs an easy lay-up in a 76-63 win over the Camels.

Women's Indoor Takes Silver at
U SM Invitational
ANDY PERCY
STAFF WRITER

Women's indoor track finished sec¬
ond out of eight teams at the USM In¬
vitational on Saturday. USM won with
217.50 points and was followed by the
Bobcats with 148 and UMass-Dartmouth
with 87. Bates left with six first-place
wins and excellent depth in all event
areas.
“[This] meet was about making sure
we got qualifying times in for later meets
and coming back strong for next week’s
[State of Maine Championship] meet,”
said head coach Jay Hartshorn.
Bates took a 1-3 sweep in the 400m
dash with Jenna Ligor TO winning in
1:04.63, trailed closely by Amy Rosania ’08 (1:04.35) and co-captain Becca
Westlake ’07 in 1:05.47.
Izzy Alexander ’09 was third out
of 24 in the 200m dash with a time of
28.09, and took fourth in both the 55m
hurdles and long jump.
The middle-distance and distance
teams dominated the competition. After
running an excellent mile last weekend,
Jen Caban ’07 came back and won the
800 in 2:21, the seventh fastest time ever
run by a Bates woman.
In the mile Katie Bash TO ran away
from the 14-deep field in 5:17, seventeen
seconds ahead of her closest competitor

at 5:35. Bash’s time of 5:17 is the 10th
fastest time ever run by a Bates runner.
“Katie ran a great mile and Jen ran
an excellent 800,” said Hartshorn. “Both
of them had to run on their own. Jen
was alone the entire time and had no
one with whom to run. Katie was at
least lapping people so she had some¬
one to aim for.”
Hartshorn praised co-captain Julie
Shelkey ’07 for her second place perfor¬
mance in the pole vault.
“Julie was a big highlight of the day.
She vaulted 10-3, which was a really
good jump for her. She almost made 109, which would have broken her PR,”
Hartshorn said.
In the longest running event of the
day, Allie Goldstein ’09 ran a superb
3000m, winning the event by nine sec¬
onds in 11:14.
Cassie Kirkland ’08 won the weight
throw and edged out Rhode Island
College’s best by 3-5 inches to win in
43-03.50.
The 4 x 400m relay team of Bash,
Rosania, Caban and Ligor decisively
won by 11 seconds over their closest
competitor with a time of 4:17.78.
The 4 x 200m relay was a close race,
with Smith College just edging out the
Bobcats by six-one-hundredths of a sec¬
ond to win in 1:55.06.
Bates held out some of its top ath¬
letes, including Molly Balentine ’08 and

Emily Williams ’07, to rest up for next
week’s State of Maine Championships at
Bowdoin. Also noticeably absent from
the USM meet was co-captain Kathryn
Moore ’07, who competed on Friday at
Boston University’s Terrier Classic Invi¬
tational.
Moore won her heat and ran a life¬
time best of 17:27, the second fastest
Bates time ever. Moore’s time also provi¬
sionally qualified her for Dill Nationals.
Moore’s race, however, was not
without some struggle.
“She didn’t necessarily feel great the
whole time,” said Hartshorn. “It wasn’t
one of those races where she felt great
the whole time. With 300m to go there
were three runners all together, but
KMoore put together a 33 flat last lap.
She made the best of her situation, and
we’ll try to get in one more 5k before
Nationals.”
Hartshorn is preparing her team for
the State Championships next week,
which looks to be very exciting.
“Next week is going to be a com¬
petitive meet. All four teams are going
to finish in the top 10 at Dill New Englands,” said Hartshorn. “Bowdoin proba¬
bly looks the strongest across the board,
and USM has great sprinters and jump¬
ers. We’re just going to do what we can,
and I’ll put our best lineup out there.”

Alpine Skiers Atti-Ttash Competi¬
tion at Carnival, Place Fifth of 12
LUKE HASSELBECK
STAFF WRITER

The men’s and women’s alpine teams
skied to another solid performance this
weekend, contributing to a fifth place
finish out of a field of 12 at the Attitash
Carnival. Bested only by glorified ski
academies Dartmouth, Vermont, Middiebury and UNH, several Bates skiers re¬
corded positive results.
For the alpine skiers, the giant sla¬
lom event was held on Friday, followed
by the slalom on Sunday (it’s the same
thing, only miniature!). On Friday, Me¬
gan Papineau '09 paced the women with
a sixth place finish. The men were lead
by junior Leo Menard’s 10th place run.
In Saturday’s slalom race, Liz Thomp¬
son '09 and Emily Sampson '09 led the
lady Bobcats with 13th-and I4th-place
results. Senior Carter Casner placed 17th
for the men, closely trailed by Menard,
whose time was good enough for 18th.
Junior Matt Brockman, and James
Pelletier ’07 also turned in strong perfor¬
mances for the Bobcats. Bates was able
to beat rivals Colby and Williams, estab¬
lishing their dominance over the rest of
the NESCAC.
A “carnival’’ combines a school’s
men and women's alpine and nordic ski
teams in an flourish of winter sports ac¬
tivity. Over the weekend, the Nordic ski¬
ers were competing just down the road
(see Women's Nordic, pg. 8).
The Bates skiers head west next
weekend to compete in the UVM carni¬
val, where they plan to take advantage
of another shot at Middlebury and Ver¬
mont.

Rex Grossman: A
Super-Bowl Winning
Quarterback?
It's so Absurd it
Makes Perfect Sense

Men's
Runners
Set Flurry of
Personal Bests
KATIE BASH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The men’s indoor track team com¬
peted at two different locations this
weekend, both with great success.
On Friday night, some of the mem¬
bers of the team went down to com¬
pete at Boston University’s Terrier
Classic. This two-day event provided
steep competition for the men, push¬
ing several of them to achieve per¬
sonal records in their events.
Co-captain Matt Capone ’07 con¬
tinues to improve his already inspir¬
ing times, running the 200m in 22.5
seconds. In the mile, C.J. Murray
'09 and Andrew Percy ’08 achieved
personal bests and finished first and
second in their heat, with 4:23-3 and
4:24.93, respectively. Co-captain Sam
Thomas '07 ran the 400m in just 50.
3.
“Matt Capone’s performance was
the most impressive, and I expect
him to break the school record by
the end of the season,” said Thomas.
“The banked track and nice facility
made the trip worthwhile.”
Despite the fact that many of
the team’s top scorers were in Bos¬
ton, the remaining members of the
men’s team still managed to place
first at the USM Invitational Saturday.
Outscoring six other teams, there
were several highlight performances
throughout the day. Event winners
included Noah Gauthier ’08, with 546.5 in the weight-throw and 48-0 in
the shot put, Emmanuel Drabo ’08
with 20-0.50 in the long jump and 438.5 in the triple jump and Erik Born
TO, running the 55-meter hurdles in
8.53 seconds.

"Matt Capone's per¬
formance was the
most impressive, and
I expect him to break
the school record by
the end of the sea¬
son," said Thomas.
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In addition, both Peter Garber TO
and Mark Lui TO set personal records
in their events and put out solid per¬
formances. Garber pole-vaulted at
11-9 for a third-place finish and Liu
threw 44-11 and 38-1 in the weight
throw and shot-put, respectively. In
the running events, Patrick Foster ’09
continued to improve, finishing sec¬
ond in the mile at 4:34.75 and Doug
Brecher TO also finished second, this
time in the 3,000m with a time of
9:20.36.
Next weekend will bring even
more excitement, as the men will
host the State of Maine Men’s Indoor
Track Championships here.

Before the NFL
playoffs started, I
was talking with
my father about
the games, and
who I thought had
enough to make it to Miami for the
Super Bowl. For the first time in a
couple of years, I could sense that
my dad was genuinely excited about
the upcoming playoffs.
Since I left the house to go to
college, the 49ers (our team) has
been terrible, and without me in
the house to keep his interest in the
sport piqued, my mother and sister
have—to some extent—prevented
him from enjoying football. This year
the Niners finally showed signs of
life, and I could see it when I talked
football with my dad; he was back,
and it was great. When we were dis¬
cussing which teams we thought had
enough to make the Super Bowl, the
inevitable question arose: if you had
to pick two teams—one from each
conference—who you thought had
no chance, who would they be? My
answer seemed obvious, at least to
me: the Colts and the Bears.
As fate would have it, the two
teams I felt were the most fatally
flawed have somehow made it to
football’s grandest stage. Not only
does this show the difficulty in mak¬
ing predictions, but it also explains
why there is now no money left in
my Bodog account. I was not the
only person who doubted these
teams: many of sports’ talking heads
questioned Peyton Manning and Rex
Grossman. Of course, both teams re¬
sponded to the detractors, and now
they are in the Super Bowl.
The somewhat surprising post¬
season success of Indianapolis and
Chicago comes, actually, as no
surprise at all. Professional sports
have seen a recent trend develop in
which teams which have been given
little chance of postseason success
thrive, and in most cases, win the
entire thing. Because of recent his¬
tory, I should have seen this coming
all along.
Baseball provides a perfect ex¬
ample of this recent development.
The past baseball playoffs saw two
of the most unlikely teams—Detroit
and St. Louis—make the Fall Classic.
ESPN.com had 19 “experts” predict
the postseason and not a single one
had either the Tigers or Cardinals
making the World Series. In fact,
not one picked the Tigers to make
it out of their first-round series with
the Yankees, and only one—the im¬
mortal Enrique Rojas—picked the
Cardinals to make it out of the first
round in the National League. I can’t
really blame them, either; the Cardi¬
nals finished with 83 wins, and the
Tigers lost their last five games.
In 2005, the Chicago White Sox
were seen as long shots to win the
American League because the team
had collapsed in the last few weeks
of the season and nearly lost the di¬
vision. They would go on to win the
World Series in a sweep. Down 3-0
to the Yankees in the ALCS, the Red
Sox were a half-inning away from
being just another Boston team that
couldn’t defeat New York. Instead,
they are the most celebrated Red Sox
team of all-time. Even in 2003 the
Florida Marlins overcame the mighty
Yankees to become baseball’s top
team.
This trend is not limited to base¬
ball, however. Aside from Indianap¬
olis and Chicago, the NFL saw the
underdog Pittsburgh Steelers surge
through the playoffs and win the
Super Bowl just last year. The NBA
watched as the Miami Heat—a team
which could not beat good teams in
the regular season—was crowned
champion. Two years earlier, the De¬
troit Pistons ran through the “shooin” Lakers for an NBA title. The Flor¬
ida Gators, a number three seed and
owner of poor recent NCAA postsea¬
son showings, went under the radar
See COLUMN page 7

Whitney Fahy '08 takes a run at the Attitash carnival. The Alpine skiers
took fifth out of 12 teams.
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